
Portfolio Projects for Business Analysis is designed to help students practice and perfect technology skills. This companion text is ideal for students taking a variety of different courses from Communications, Marketing, and Accounting to Introduction to Business courses. Portfolio Projects for Business Analysis includes 15 projects based on real-world business scenarios, allowing students to compile a comprehensive portfolio of business analysis examples to use during the interview process.
New Perspectives: Portfolio Projects for Business Communication

NEW PERSPECTIVES: PORTFOLIO PROJECTS FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION, Second Edition, teaches students how to communicate effectively in today's constantly changing business environment. By solving realistic business case problems, students learn how to create a wide range of business documents and oral presentations, use technology to communicate effectively, address the needs of diverse audiences, and consider the ethical implications of their communication practices. Important Notice: Media conten...

New Perspectives: Portfolio Projects for Soft Skills

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON PORTFOLIO PROJECTS FOR SOFT SKILLS helps students develop the soft skills that they need to thrive in academic pursuits, land a dream job, and flourish in the workplace. By working through realistic case scenarios, students get hands on practice creating and delivering presentations, managing their online persona, and communicating using technology. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook ...

New Perspectives: Portfolio Projects for Business Communication

NEW PERSPECTIVES: PORTFOLIO PROJECTS FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION, Second Edition, teaches students how to communicate effectively in today's constantly changing business environment. By solving realistic business case problems, students learn how to create a wide range of business documents and oral presentations, use technology to communicate effectively, address the needs of diverse audiences, and consider the ethical implications of their communication practices.

New Perspectives: Portfolio Projects for Business Analysis

Portfolio Projects for Business Analysis is designed to help students practice and perfect technology skills. This companion text is ideal for students taking a variety of different courses from Communications, Marketing, and Accounting to Introduction to Business courses. Portfolio Projects for Business Analysis includes 15 projects based on real-world business scenarios, allowing students to compile a comprehensive portfolio of business analysis examples to use during the interview process. Im...

Manage Your Project Portfolio: Increase Your Capacity and Finish More Projects (Pragmatic Programmers)

All of your projects and programs make up your portfolio. But how much time do you actually spend on your projects, and how much time do you spend responding to emergencies?This book will introduce you to different ways of ordering all of the projects you are working on now, and help you figure out how to staff those projects-even when you've run out of project teams to do the work.Once you learn to manage your portfolio better, you'll avoid emergency firedrills. The trick is adopting lean a...

Portfolio Development and the Assessment of Prior Learning: Perspectives, Models and Practices

The authors offer twenty-two practical activities to orient students to self-reflection, academic writing, and distinguishing between their common life knowledge and the learning that can translate into college credits. This volume is recommended to guide planners who want to initiate or revise a process of assessment of incoming students through portfolio.?Teaching Theology & ReligionThe authors unique focus on portfolios provides faculty and student development professionals with a holistic fr...

Project Portfolio Management: A Practical Guide to Selecting Projects, Managing Portfolios, and Maximizing Benefits

Project Portfolio Management (PPM) goes beyond the typical project management approach to offer a set of proven business practices that can help executives, program managers, and project managers bring projects into alignment with the strategies, resources, and executive oversight of the overall enterprise. Step by step, this book shows how to take a project from the inception of a vision to the realization of benefits to the organization. Project Portfolio Management draws on project management ...
SpecLab: Digital Aesthetics and Projects in Speculative Computing

Nearly a decade ago, Johanna Drucker cofounded the University of Virginia’s SpecLab, a digital humanities laboratory dedicated to risky projects with serious aims. In SpecLab she explores the implications of these radical efforts to use critical practices and aesthetic principles against the authority of technology based on analytic models of knowledge. Inspired by the imaginative frontiers of graphic arts and experimental literature and the technical possibilities of computation and information ...

Managing Church Building Projects: Perspectives from My 25 Years of Volunteer Work

For twenty-five years I have been involved in extensive infrastructural projects for churches as a volunteer project manager. These were multi-million-dollar projects that delivered the wealth of experience set down in this book. They have opened my eyes to project strategies that work, and those that do not work. The book is a vital tool for church operators and organizational leaders alike. Church and communal projects do not only pose engineering challenges, but are predominantly a hearts-and...

Perspectives on Web Services: Applying SOAP, WSDL and UDDI to Real-World Projects

Contains everything that a project team needs to know about the development and deployment of Web services with the IBM WebSphere product family. Includes examples for all development artifacts in a format that can be reused in the readers project. The text combines the authors own practical experiences with consolidated information on the latest product capabilities in a unique approach that allows the book to be easily accessible to a broad spectrum of readers. Finding a balance between a euph...
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